
* This coverage provides a $1,000 death benefit, or up to $1,000 
for veterinary expenses if the pet dies or is injured as a result of 
upset, collision or theft of the watercraft (subject to a maximum 
limit of $1,000 per incident).

Explore our watertight base policy and seaworthy custom options 
Did you know that the base contract for Safeco® Watercraft is packed to the gills with a ton of coverage?  
But insurance is never one size fits all. You can also offer your customers custom options so they get sea-legs 
confidence in their coverage.

Discover custom coverage options for 
the most advanced seamen:

With the Captain’s Package, customers can add purchase price 
coverage for boats up to two years old. 

The Captain’s Package increases personal effects limits 
to $2,500. 

And for the most avid of anglers, add additional fishing  
equipment coverage with a single item limit of $1,000 

and overall limits available up to $20,000.

With The Captain’s Package, if the customer’s boat is disabled, 
runs out of fuel, or needs a tow the on-water emergency 

assistance limit increases from $500 to $1,000.

Check out these base policy features for 
all boating enthusiasts: 

Total losses are settled using agreed value, with no reduction  
for depreciation.

Coverage for personal effects like fishing or scuba gear is Included 
with physical damage coverage up to $750.

On-water towing and labor costs are covered  
up to $500.

Includes wreckage removal and fuel spill coverage at the  
limit of liability.

Coverage for unattached equipment items such as anchors, water
skis and GPS units are included with physical damage coverage at

10% of hull coverage amount or $100, whichever is greater.  
(More coverage is available for additional premium.)

Pet coverage is automatically included with physical damage 
coverage for the insured's dog or cat*. 

To learn more about Safeco specialty products,  
sail on over SafecoNow.com/specialty.
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